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By Paul E. ~rser
SUMMARY
A study of the available transonic lkch
buffeting, wing dropping, and changes in the
WING DROPPING
1
—
number data on low-lift
angle of zero lift for
symmetrical ai;foils ifiicates that these phenomena are allied and are
probably the result of shock-induced separation. The study has indicated
that there are combinations of airfoil-thickness ratio, aspect ratio,
end sweep which may allow flight through the transonic speed range with-
out experiencing buffet or wing drop at low li~.
INTRODUCTION
At transonic speeds, airplanes have encountered buffeting or shaking
of the airframe which starts at low lift coefficients (reference 1)
rather than only at high lift coefficients near the stall, as has been
the case at low speeds. Also at transonic speeds, airplanes have encoun-
tered lateral-trim changes, or wing dropping (reference 2). Wing dropping
is evidenced to the pilot, as the airplane Mach number is increased, by
a sharp increase in the aileron deflection required to hold the wings
level or by the rather sudden occurrence of a rate of roll while the
ailerons are held fixed. Similar high Mach number wing dropping has been
noted in flights of rather simple rocket models (reference 3) fi some
damping-in-roll investigations. During high-speed wind-tunnel investi-
gations of symmetrical airfoil sections snd semispan wings (references 4
and 7) there have been noted changes in lift at zero angle of attack .
which may be smalogous to the rolling moments which cause the wing
dropping in flight. ‘Thesetunnel tests have also she-, through tuft
snd schlieren obsemations, the appearance of rough separated flow at
low lift coefficients which may be analogous to low-lift buffeting in
flight.
The present paper is a discussion of a brief study snd comparison
made of the data in references 1 to 26 and some unpublished data in sn
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a better understanding of these trfisonic buffeting—- ~:
phenomena. ,..--- ,.
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SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS
Mach number ..
normal acceleration —
lift coefficient
section normal-force coefficient
wing-tip helix angle,
velocity along flight
singleof sweepback of
_
radians
.7+
.
path, feet per second
airfoil quarter-chord
—
angle of attack, degrees
—
rate of roll, radians per second
..-
aileron deflection, degrees
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airfoil-sectionmaximum thickness parallel to free-stream
direction, feet
-.
“.
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—
airfoil-section chord parallel to free-stream direction, feet
aspect ratio
airfoil span pe~egdicular
airfoil area, square feet
—
.... .
—. .— .——— —
.to.free-6tream @irection, feet
=
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.-
maximum airfoil-sectionthickness ratio measured in
stresmwise direction (used for wings tapered in thickness.
ratio)
.—
—. .-
Buffeting - general shaking of the airframe indicated through sense ‘:
of touch to pilot or through marked change ~n width qnd character .of ,:.:_:.“_;
record of normal acceleration-recordingdevice (see fig. l(a)). M, fo-r”, “’””-~–
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zero-lift buffeting is determined from cross
at which buffet starts (see fig. l(b)).
3
plot against M of CL
Wing dropping - lateral-trim
in aileron deflection required to
tip helix angle, (see fig. l(c)).
change evidenced
hold wings level
by marked increase
or by change in wing-
DISCUSSION
Data
The data have been obtained from several sources: full-scale flight
such as references 1 and 2, rocket-model,tests such as references 3, 6,
and 7, and wind-tunnel tests such as references 4 and ~. A complete
listing of configurations, data, and sources is given in table I.
Wing Dropping
Rocket models.- Some data from reference 3 on wing dropping experi-
enced by rocket models are presented in figure 2 as curves of wing-tip
pbhelix angle ~ against Mach number M for 6-, 9-, and 12-percent-thick
NACA 65A series airfoils having no ailerons, flaps, or camber. Wing
dropping is evidenced for the 9- and 12-percent-thick wings by the sudden
chsnge in & at the lower end of the transonic Mach number range.
‘b de~~eases.agati to a low value befo~ a Mach’number of 1 is
‘e w
reached; however, the present discussion is limited to the I&er of the
pbtwo Mach numbers at which the chsnge in ~ occuxs. The 6-percent-thick
wing showed no wing dropping at any Mach number up to the test limit of
1.4. The maximum’rate of roll for the 12-percent wing model was about
15 radians per second. Comparable wing dropping for a fighter airplane
would be a rate of roll of 1 or 2 radians per second.
The data from figure 2 snd other rocket-model data are presented
in fi@re 3 as plots of airfoil-section thiclmess ratio t/c against
lkch number M. The Mach number at which wing dropping occurred is
indicated by a vertical arrow on a line drawn at the appropriate thick-
ness ratio. Where no vertical arrow is shown, no ting dropping occurred
up to the Mach number indicated by the end of the line or listed in
table I. The letters on the arrows and lines refer to the models listed
in table I. The boundaries drawn through the arrows in figure 3(a)
indicate the co.uibinationsof wing thickness ratio and Mach number at or
.
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above which these data indicate low-lift wing dropping to occur for
unswept wings. Insufficient data for swept-wings are available to -“
establish boundaries (fig. 3(b)). —. ,. .=. . ..=.,. —.
Although the scatter in fQure 3 indicates that the variables cog- . _
sidered are not the only ones affecting wing dropymg, it is evident
that decreases in thickness ratio end increases in sweepback tend to
eliminate wi
7
dropping. These facts, combined with the lower values ::.: .-
of M and t c for wing dropping shown for the wedge-type airfoils, : ..;
which are usually considered to be more susceptible to._separation
difficulties, indicate that wing dropping is probably-a separatiori- .. _
induced phenomenon.
—
Wind-tunnel tests.- Wind-tunnel tests of symmetrical airfoils at
high Mach numbers have shown changes in lift atia.qglegof attack near —
zero which appear to be analogous to the chahges i~ rolling momeritwh~~h ‘ ““ - ‘=
must have occurred to produce the wing dropping noted.with t~ rocket ~ ._ .._,.
models. These lift changes are felt to be analogous to wing dropping
because, if a wing section is subject to abrupt lift changes induced by
separation, only,slight dissymmetry in construction or surface finish .
“.
between the two wing panels ~uld be necessai’yto ‘causethe lift change ‘ ‘-
to occur onone wing panel first and thus ~sult in~ applied rolli~”
moment. Typical high-speed-tunnel data taken frm”re?erences 13 and”i6
are shown in figure 4; Only the lift characteristics~of symme+ricai “- “’— ‘.=
airfoils near zero angle of attack are shown in order to prevent””confi%~ori’‘“.
-..~_
between the lift changes felt to be analogous to wing dropping and those
associated with transonic changes in csmber effectiveness end lift-cti-e ~ “.”“~=—_
slope. The data in figure 4 show abrupt ck-nges in,section lift at hi@ ,+ _ .= ;
Mach numbers for both 6- and 19-percent-thick WCA 6 [erles @?fc?i~Efi_
The sketches shown in the upper part of figure 4 were drawn from schliereri – ‘- -
photograph taken at the Mach number indicated on thel=curves. The
schlierens show asymmetric shock and separation on both airfoils. The~ , - ;
separated region and the asymmetry of”the shocks are both much wider for
the thicker airfoil. Later unpublished sc~ierens sh~w no such se~aratio:=~ , _
or shock-wave oscillations for an NACA 65AO03 airfoil.
.
A plot is presented in figure 5 of thickness rat~o against the Mach I ~-
nunber at which the lift at angles of attack near .zerQ.changediri~he
tunnel tests. The rocket-model wing-dropping bounda~,for unswept win~gs~“- “’~
from figure 3 is shown on figure 5.for comparison .and> similar bpun~L~
has been drawn through the airfoil-section test &ta. A comparison of– ‘- ‘= ‘ ““
these two boundaries and a study of the data in reference 17 indicate : ,
.—
that reductions in aspect ratio have a relieving effect on lift changes _.
at angles of attack near zero.apd, therefor~,”would p~obably also tend”to
relieve the wing-drop tendencies. The fact-that t,hefinite-aspect-ia~lo “~:“. –
wind-tunnel points bracket the rocket-model boundary =a-ybe fortui~ou;’” --““ *-
lint”does indicate a.fairly close relationship between~wing dropping.in_, ~, . ~ ___
flight and changes in lif% at angles of,attack near z6%0 in the w~hd
,.. u.
—
—.
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tunnel. The appearance of separated oscillatory flow in the schlieren
at the Mach numbers at which the lift chsnge occurs indicates a probable
relationship between wing dropping and low-lift buffeting at transonic
speeds.
Buffeting
Low lift.- Buffeting on airplsnes in flight has been indicated by
vario~ but the two most usual ones lmve %een pilot feel and normal
accelerometers located nea’rthe airplane center of gravity. The study
reported in reference 1 indicates reasonable correlation between buffet
boundaries established in flight by various means. These buffet bound-
aries are usually presented in the form shown in figure l(b) as a plot
against Mach number of the lift coefficient at and above which buffeting
occurs. The Mach number at which the buffet boundary (or a short
extrapolation of it) intercepts the CL = O axis is considered in this
paper as the Mach number for low-lift buffet. Some low-lift buffet data
from full-scale flight tests (reference 1 and other sources) agd from
rocket-model tests are presented in figure 6 as plots of maximum airfoil
thickness ratio against Mch number. The Mach number at which low-lift
buffet occurs for each airplsne or model is indicated by the start of
the waviness of the line drawn at the appropriate value of (t/c)m~*
A straight line with no waviness indicates that no buffet occurred at
Mach numbers up to that indicated ~ the end of the line or by the
position of the identifying symbols (which refer to table I). Also
shown for comparison in figure 6 is the rocket-model wing-drop boundary
from figure 3(a). The agreement between the rocket wing-drop boundav,
the full-scale flight buffet points, and the one full-scale flight wing-
drop point for unswept wings (fig. 6(a)) indicates a probable close
relationship of low-lift buffet and wing drop. The data for swept wings .
(fig. 6(b)) show good agreement between full-scale and rocket flight
tests and again indicate that sufficient increase in sweepback or
reduction in thickness ratio may eliminate low-lift buffet and ting droP .
at transonic speeds. The elimination of low-lift buffet by reduction in
airfoil-thickness ratio is also indicated by the correlation curve
presented in reference 27.
.—
High lift.- Thetests reported in references 6 and 7 indicated that,
although low-lift buffet was eliminated for thin or highly swept wings,
(the prestall buffet boundary near C~u) still,existed. Typical
buffet boundaries from wind-tunnel tuft tests and from full scsle and
rocket flight-test accelerometer records are presented in figure 7.
Comparing figures 7(a) and 7(b) one may see a marked similarity between
wind-tunnel and flight indications of the change in .chsracterof the
buffet boundsry when the wing is changed from one on which low-lift
buffet exists to one on which low-lift buffet does not exist. Although
.-
6
,.
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the data for nonbuffeting wings in figure 7 are limitedto swept wings,
the buffet boundary for a thin unswept wing (rnodelR, reference 6) is
very stiilar to that shown in figure 7 for the swept wing, model T,
and, thus, indicates the same chsnge in.character of the buffet boundary
when the wing is changed to one which does not exhibit low-lift buffet;——
It is probable that the transition between the two types of boundary
would be gradual as the sweep was increased or the thickness reduced
but sufficient data are not-available to indicate this directly.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A study of the available transonic Mach number data on low-li$t-
buffeting, wing dropping, and changes in the apgle af zero lift for
symmetrical airfoils indicates that these phenomena are_allied and are _
probably the result of shock-induc’edseparation, Tke study has indicated
that there are combinations of airfoil-thickness ratio, aspect ratio,
and sweep which may allow flight through the tragsonic spe~ range
without experiencing buffet or wing drop at low lif%.
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